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The Best Holiday Music
‘Tis the Season for Songs
CAMERON PERKINS STAFF REPORTER
Everyone has their favorite songs to listen to leading up to the
holidays. Almost everyone that I know has their own playlist for
this time of year with their most-loved songs. I spend a long time
every year putting together a collection of holiday music that get
me in spirit for the upcoming celebrations.
At the top of my list is “All I Want For Christmas Is You” by
Mariah Carey. The upbeat pop Christmas song has been a hit
since its release in 1994.
“It’s the most iconic Christmas song,” said freshman Maggie
Allwein.
Another tune that I love is “Have Yourself a Merry Little
Christmas.” The version sung by Sam Smith is absolutely
amazing. His cover of the melody quickly topped charts and is a
unique interpretation of the music. “Santa Baby” is another
classic that is a must-have on your holiday playlist. The tune is
sung by Eartha Kitt and was originally released in 1953. 65 years
later, this track is still popular.
With all the snow that has come to the PR area lately,
Michael Bublė’s “Winter Wonderland” seems like a perfect fit
on this list. Additionally, Bublé sings “Christmas (Baby Please
Come Home)” which is a Christmas rock song that has been
featured in multiple movies. Two other songs that deserved to
be mentioned this time of year are “Happy Holiday” sung by
Bing Crosby and “Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree” by
Brenda Lee. Both songs have been celebrated for more than 50
years and the season would not be complete without them.
Overall, I would say that listening to this music is a great way
to mark the holiday season. Most songs are timeless and remind
us of this wonderful time of year.
*Music information is from Song Facts website*
Songs Mentioned:
1. “All I Want for Christmas is You” by Mariah
Carey
2. “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas” by Sam
Smith.
3. “Santa Baby” by Eartha Kitt
4. “Winter Wonderland” by Michael Buble
5. “Christmas (Baby Please Come Home)” by
Michael Bublė
6. “Happy Holiday” by Bing Crosby
7. “Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree” by Brenda
Lee
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ENTERTAINMENT
Holiday Movies: Watch the Best of the Best
CAMERON PERKINS STAFF REPORTER
During winter break you will probably have some free
time to do something
fun. What better way to
relax and enjoy the
holiday season by
watching a good movie?
Here are my top five
favorite holiday movies
and what makes them so
amazing.
At the top of the list is
Lampoon's Christmas
Vacation. This film
NEVER fails to make
me laugh. The entire
Griswold family is absolutely hilarious, and their chaotic
Christmas makes the movie quite enjoyable.
Next up is Home Alone. This classic holiday film follows
Kevin McCallister’s adventure after his family leaves for a
Christmas getaway without him. Kevin must protect the
house from burglars by himself until his family returns. This
exciting and humorous movie keeps you on the edge of your
seat and teaches the importance of being with loved ones
during the holidays.

Elf is another classic that tells the funny story of an elf
from the North Pole visiting New York City. He has several
comical experiences that easily make you laugh.
The Santa
Clause is a unique
movie because of
the way Santa is
portrayed as well
as events
happening around
the North Pole.
The Santa
Clause 2 and The
Santa Clause 3:
The Escape Clause take place after the film and are also
exciting movies.
Lastly, The Polar Express is a movie I have watched for
many years. The holiday spirit is shown in this movie and
the message of believing is interesting to see throughout the
movie.
Overall, these movies are great to enjoy with family and
friends in the next few weeks. These films are not only
thrilling to watch but also share important messages to
remember around the holidays.

My Experience Auditioning for Musical
As I walked into the middle school at
3:00, I took a deep breath. I knew what was
coming: a nervous breakdown. I wasn’t
surprised by this, I get very nervous, very
easily. Luckily, because I am used to the
feeling, I know I just have to breathe and
chug down around five gallons of water. I
sat down on one of the black folding chairs
set up in the nurse’s hallway and began my
audition ritual: trying not to vomit. In my
opinion, nerves are the worst feeling in the
world. My heart sinks into my stomach and
I feel like my guts are just going to churn.
My official audition time was 3:15, so
getting there 15 minutes early gave me
time to get prepared. I ended up getting
into the auditorium to audition around
3:30, which is normal for auditions-the
panelists are sometimes running late. As I
was getting ready to be up next, Mrs.
LeVan came out of the side auditorium
door and told us that they would be taking
a 10 minute break.

MAGGIE ALLWEIN STAFF REPORTER
So that was terrific. Now not only did I
have to wait another 10 minutes, but my
nerves had to boil to an extreme that I was
so anxious, my hands started to shake. Yes,
I was that nervous. It was bad.
After the break, Mrs. LeVan came back
out and called my name.
“Here we go,” I thought.
My mind was spinning. Different
questions came into my head like, “Where
do I even stand on stage?” “What songs am
I even singing?” “What is my name?”
Like I said, I was NERVOUS.
I walked in said “Hi,” very cordially
and the pianist asked me what songs I was
singing. She then told me to go to center.
The only people in the auditorium
watching our audition are maybe 15 people
who give you a score out of five, which
contributes to if you get in the
musical or not.
As I stepped on the little ‘X’ of tape on
the ground, I could feel the warm, glow of
a spotlight on my face. I was NOT

expecting a spot light-that made me giggle
a bit, I don’t know why I was NERVOUS.
I sang my songs, which surprisingly
went pretty well, and then I performed my
monologue. If you don’t know what that is,
it’s just a long speech spoken in a play,
musical, or a movie. I only stumbled on my
words once, and for that being my first
time doing a monologue, I was okay with
that.
I walked out, and a group of people (I
don’t even remember who it was-it was
such a blur) came up to me and said
congratulations.
I got into my mom’s car and I realized
I did it. Not my first audition, but it felt
good to be done. And I could finally
breathe.

HOLIDAY FUN
Christmas Gift Ideas
What do I get my parents?
ABBY MORELAND STAFF WRITER

As I’m thinking about Christmas and
all the gifts, I immediately think to
myself: I gave my parents my
Christmas list but what in the world is
on theirs? I have no clue.
Each year I start to make a list of
ideas during the month of November
and start to hint to my parents what I
want. Do you ever notice how parents
don’t do that to us? They just assume we
can choose something out that they are
going to like without us having any idea
of what to get them.
Next year, I must pay attention to the
smallest things when my parents
mention something that they like and
make a mental note of it to remember as
a Christmas idea. I usually have
somewhat of an idea to get mom, but I
never know what to get my dad.
While at the mall, I go into stores
that my mom likes and get a sense of
what she needs. The only hard part is, if
my sister and I are getting her a new
shirt, we never know the size or color. I
guess for us, it’s easy for my mom and
dad to out and get my sister and I gifts
when they know the exact places we
shop, our sizes, and favorite styles
because we do it all the time.
I mean think of it: when you’re at the
mall, you usually go because you want
to, not just because your mom or dad
wants to. There is just such a limited
selection for my mom and dad at the

mall. I know that sounds crazy, but I
don’t have enough money to buy my
mom a new phone or my dad new shoes.
Every year it’s the same thing for my
mom, new pj’s, a couple new shirts,
stocking stuffers, a pair of pants, and
maybe like a new bracelet and that is
usually it. For my dad, it’s socks,
workout shirts, new shorts, cologne and
stocking stuffers.
I want to get something fun or
unexpected for my parents but every
idea I have, it is usually way too
expensive or I have no way of getting it.
Now that my sister can drive, I guess
she could take me, and we could go
shop someday, but we never have the
time to and we always are stuck with
ideas.
The only easy part about Christmas
for my parents, is the stocking stuffers.
I mean there isn’t anything special or
surprising that we put in them. Most of
the time its normal items that they
expect. Not like I’m just going to put a
new phone in my mom’s stocking this
year.
This year my dad told my sister and
I that we’re on our own this year and we
have to get our mom something on our
own. We usually buy like two shirts and
that’s it because everything is so
expensive. It’s boring when we do that.
If only I had more money where I could
just spend it on amazing gifts for both

my mom and dad and surprise them as
much as they surprise us.
My parents understand that my sister
and I don’t have bucket loads of money
that we can spend on them, but I feel
bad when they get a couple shirts and
pants and then we get tons of shirts, and
new shoes, pants galore and all of this
stuff that is twice as expensive as theirs.
I know Christmas is for the kids, but
sometimes it just makes me even more
happy to see my parents with that big
smile when they open a new gift that
they weren’t expecting.
I guess the older and older my sister
and I get, the less exciting Christmas is,
but I don’t think it should be that way.
It’s fun for all of us. Waking up early
and opening presents while there is
snow outside and the breakfast being
made should make everyone happy and
feel like a little kid again.
For all the hard work my parents put
forth in order to buy us all these nice
things for Christmas makes me want to
buy them an even bigger gift. If only I
had the money.
No matter what I end up getting my
parents, the real part is the thought put
into it, and let’s just say, I put A LOT of
thought no matter how big or surprising
a gift was.

Rampage Staff Gift Ideas:
- Gift Cards
- Food
- Candles
- Scrunchies
- Socks
- Books
- Clothes
- Blanket
- Jewelry
- Sunglasses
- Movie
- Purses
- Bath Bombs

THEATER
Fall Play 2018
Peter and the Starcatcher Astonishes on Stage
BRANDON PIERCE STAFF REPORTER

THEATER
A Night on the Benedum
Performing on the Big Stage
BRANDON PIERCE STAFF REPORTER
In what seems like a long time ago in a galaxy far, far
being nominated for “Best Musical.” Then, he had the
away, I had the honor to perform with the rest of the cast of
pleasure to introduce a woman by the name of Patricia Ward
the PR musical Oklahoma! on the Benedum Stage in
Kelly. I could not believe it. The wife of the famous actor
Pittsburgh for the annual Gene Kelly Awards for High
Gene Kelly was right in front of me. We all applauded as
School Musical Theater in
she gave us what she called a
May. That was a night I will
“pre-show pep-talk.” She then
remember for the rest of my
took the time to shake the hand
life. It was such an amazing
of every single person in that
day and even night that it is
room, which was roughly about
probably the most
600 people.
memorable night of my high
Moving on, we finally got to
school career (so far.)
practice for our performance on
The day started off by
the stage. All the schools
waking up at 10:00 on a
entered into the actual theater as
Saturday. By 11:00, I had
each school had 15 minutes to
everything packed and ready
practice on the stage with the
to go for the day: three pairs
live orchestra. PR got to go
of clothes, portable chargers,
third, so we quietly listened and
and lots of water. At 11:30, I
watched the first to schools
arrive in the parking lot of
perform. Then I felt a tap on
PRHS with the rest of the
my shoulder. I turned around to
cast of the musical. We wait for about
meet my director face to face. She told me to
20 minutes until everyone arrives and in those 20 minutes,
get the rest of our cast who would need a microphone for the
you could feel the excitement for the day to come. Tons and
performance and to stand up. The 11 of us who would use a
tons of pictures were taken by students trying to remember
mic quietly got out of our seats and went behind some
every minute of the day (myself included.) After what
hidden door. Behind the door stood a man who instructed us
seems like hours, we finally get on the bus to head
on the dos and don'ts of using a mic on the Benedum. All I
downtown.
remembered from that speech was that I was mic number 10.
After singing our hearts out on the 35 minute ride down,
Finally, I am standing backstage. I look up and marvel at
the buses finally arrive in front of the building. As slow as
the monstrosity that is the building. After being oblivious as
molasses, we enter the building to find a man holding a sign
to what was going on onstage, some kid from Hampton
marked “Pine-Richland.” He instructs us to follow him as
hands me mic number 10. I should say that that mic belt
he is about to take us to our so called “dressing room”
(the strap that holds the mic to the body) was the sweatiest
(which is actually a large closet with a coat rack in it.) I
piece of fabric I ever held in my hands. I unhappily strap it
vividly remember all the different hallways and rooms that
around my waist as I await the musical que from the
we passed through to get to our destination, all the while
lugging all of our own stuff along the way. We finally
arrive in our room (for the men) which we just so happen
to be sharing with the guys in cast of two other
musicals. We put all of our stuff down as we quickly
meet up with the rest of the cast to get back to the entrance
of the Benedum.
Once we get there, we all take a seat on the main
staircase as we wait for the rest of the “Best Musical”
orchestra. I also
Audiences enter the Benedum
nominated schools to arrive. Once they all do, a hush comes
just so happened to
over what seemed like the loudest chatter you ever heard
be blocked to enter the stage first. Basically, everyone else
from a group of high school theater students. In the center
had to wait for me, putting a ton of pressure on me. I finally
of the room stood the director for the show that night. He
hear my que and I sprint onto that stage for the first of three
gave us a quick introduction, had each school identify
times, but that does not mean each time was successful.
themselves, and congratulated each and every one of us for

PR LOCAL
Rampage Staff Field Trip
Visiting the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
CAMERON PERKINS STAFF REPORTER
On Thursday, November 15th, the Rampage Staff visited
It was also interesting to see the huge four-story printing
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette for a field trip. I was surprised
press where the newspaper is printed. It requires five large
by how much I learned on the field trip and
ink containers that tubes carry to the press.
it was interesting to witness all that goes
Additionally, a three-month supply of paper
into producing a newspaper.
is stored at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
Our tour guide on the trip, Doug Rullo, is
Every role contains enough paper for 30,000
the Digital Advertising Operations Manager
newspapers. The enormous paper rolls were
at the Post-Gazette.
stored in a temperature and humidity“It takes a lot of people to make a paper.
controlled room.
One hundred people could be in this room,
Rullo said, “Quality is very important to
and some (staff members) would still be left
us.”
out,” said Rullo.
Lastly, the staff was able to speak to
Throughout our experience, I saw many
Sports Edit Jerry Micco. He has worked for
jobs and tasks that were being done that I
8 newspapers and gave us lots of good
would have never expected to be completed.
advice for interviews and reporting.
However, producing the paper is a large
“Listen to yourself and how you talk and
project and every member of the staff plays
ask questions,” said Micco.
an important role. During our visit the
Overall, I learned so much from the
The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Printing Press
Thanksgiving issue was being
field trip to the Post-Gazette that
developed for the PPG, and I was
helped my understand all the work that
astonished to see the number of advertisements that had been
goes into creating a newspaper. I was thankful for this
packaged and waiting to be placed inside the paper. Huge
opportunity, and I am looking forward to applying what I
stacks of Ultra, Dick’s Sporting Goods, and other Black
learned to my writing.
Friday ads had been printed and sorted for the issue.

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Student Feature
Who is Patrick Shanahan?
JACOB GONGAWARE STAFF REPORTER
Patrick Shanahan is an outstanding student. He’s not your basic student athlete, even though he is an
outstanding basketball player. He’s also an amateur fisher.
Patrick said, “I love fishing; me and my dad go fishing almost every weekend.” He went on to say, “My
favorite memory of fishing is when I caught this massive12-pound bass, and it tasted like heaven when my dad
smoked it on his grill.”
Pat fishes, plays basketball and studies hard. Pat has around a 3.8 GPA and he does this with a heavy
basketball schedule. He attends two hours of tutoring once a week, and he takes many honors classes. In his
free time, he enjoys making slime, he watches YouTube, and plays knee hockey with his brother Luke. Pat
said, “I beat Luke all the time, I don’t think I’ve ever lost.” Pat is a super competitive person; he excels at mini
hoop basketball against his brother. Pat has never lost in mini basketball.
“I dunk on my brother all the time,” he said.
Pat’s favorite foods that fuel his busy schedule are salad and ice cream. Shanahan said, “I like
Patrick at the PPG Paints Ice
salad; it helps in my quest to be healthy.” Pat is a good student and an alright guy.
Skating Rink

JUST FOR FUN
What Really Grinds My Gears
Why do pickles exist and what purpose do they serve other than to hurt?
Have you ever bitten into a good
sandwich, then faced the horrifying
experience of tasting a pickle? This is
a special level of suffering that I, and
many of you reading, have endured.
That disgusting taste overwhelms the
senses and takes away your ability to
reason, leaving only blind rage and a
deep regret for not checking first for
the dreaded pickle.
Pickles are a different brand of
evil. For most sandwich accessories,
if you don’t like them, they are easily
removed. Say for instance you don’t
enjoy the taste of lettuce; the lettuce is
able to be removed without any harm
done to the sandwich. But the pickle
doesn’t give you this luxury, as the
pickle takes no prisoners.
The
wretched juices of the pickle seep into

AIDAN PAVLICK STAFF WRITER
the bread and contaminate the rest of
it, leaving a strong pickle flavor that
could make a rat gag. You cannot
simply remove the pickle. No, the
pickle is much too diabolical for that.
You must either throw away the
sandwich or rip out all the ingredients
that touched the pickle, leaving a shell
of a sandwich and a much less
enjoyable dining experience.
Why must dining establishments
ruin perfectly good sandwiches with
the parasite that is the pickle? Do they
not realize the pain it brings to all in
its path? Are they blind to the
corruption and despair that comes
with it?
Just the other day I ordered a
sandwich from Chick-fil-a: a
restaurant with delicious chicken

sandwiches that I consume on the
weekly. But I made the fatal mistake
of not asking to remove the pickle,
and I paid the price. I had to return the
sandwich and requested them to make
me another. It was not a pleasant
experience and it ruined my day. If
they had just followed common sense
and abstained from putting such a
putrid being on my sandwich, this
could have been avoided, but like the
rest of the sandwich selling industry,
they were blinded to the evil that the
pickle brings. And in the end, the
honest hardworking consumer who
just wants a decent sandwich, pays the
price.

The History of Harmonization: Introducing the Barbershop Quartet
BEN LUIKEN STAFF REPORTER
What do you think when you hear “barbershop quartet?”
Lynn Abbott, author of Play that Barber Shop Chord A
Do you hear four singers harmonizing? Or perhaps the
Case for the African-American Origin of Barbershop
iconic outfit, the bright red skimmer hats, the bow ties, and
Harmony, the origin of barbershop comes from racism
the red vests come to mind?
towards the end of the 19th century. Up
Maybe you don’t even know
until the popularity of jazz music, black
what a barbershop quartet is.
musicians were denied entry to concert
Don’t worry, you’re not alone.
halls and theaters; however, this would not
According to Encyclopedia
stop African Americans from organizing
Britannica, a barbershop
“singing parties.” Singing parties
quartet usually consists of two
happened in many public spaces, but for
tenor vocalists, one lead tenor
whatever reason, barbershops stole the
to sing the melody and one to
name.
harmonize above the melody.
Today, barbershop quartets can be
Additionally, a baritone, and
found in cartoons, video games, and
bass vocalist complete the
movies. Society for the Preservation and
quartet. Since tenor, baritone,
Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet
and bass represent the lower end of
Singing in America has over 800 chapters and
pitch, the sound of the quartet is often lower, with the bass
38,000 members. Though I assume the number of quartets is
and baritone coming through most when the vocalists
shrinking every day, barbershop’s impact on our culture
harmonize. But to understand barbershop, you need to
hasn’t vanished yet, and seems safe for the time being.
understand its history.

LOOK BACK @ 2018
Pop-Culture Year in Review: Looking back at 2018
AIDAN PAVLICK
TV
The best TV shows of 2018, according to the New York
Another year has come and gone. With 2019 just a
Times
couple of weeks away, let's take a look back at the year that
‘The Americans’ (FX)
was.
‘America to Me’ (Starz)
Music
‘Atlanta Robbin’ Season’ (FX)
Top 9 biggest songs of 2018, according to the official charts
‘Barry’ (HBO)
1. Gods Plan-Drake
‘Killing Eve’ (BBC America)
2. One Kiss-Calvin Harris and Dua Lipa
‘BoJack Horseman’ (Netflix)
3. SHOTGUN-GEORGE EZRA
‘The Good Fight’ (CBS All Access)
4. THESE DAYS‘Homecoming’ (Amazon)
RUDIMENTAL/GLYNNE/MACKLEMORE
‘Lodge 49’ (AMC)
5. THIS IS ME-SETTLE/GREATEST SHOWMAN
‘Pose’ (FX)
ENS
‘Sharp Objects’ (HBO)
6. PERFECT-ED SHEERAN
2018 Emmy Winners
7. NICE FOR WHAT-DRAKE
Best Drama Series-Game of Thrones
8. PARADISE-GEORGE EZRA
Best Comedy Series-The Marvelous Ms. Maisel
9. FEEL IT STILL-PORTUGAL THE MAN
Best Limited Series-The
2018 Grammy Winners
Assassination of Gianni Versace:
Album of the year-24K MagicAmerican Crime Story
Bruno Mars
Sports
Song of the year-” That’s What I
World Cup-The 2018 World
Like"-Bruno Mars
Cup occurred this summer in
Country Album of the yearRussia, with 32 teams competing
From a Room: Volume 1 -Chris
for the biggest trophy in
Stapleton
international soccer, with the
Pop Vocal Album of the year-÷
United States sadly being a
(Divide) -Ed Sheeran
notable exception. Some of the
Movies
biggest stars in soccer took part
Top 10 highest domestic
in this month-long tournament,
grossing movies of 2018,
with the likes of Lionel Messi,
according to Boxofficemojo.com
Cristiano Ronaldo, and Neymar.
1. Black PantherBut the real stars of the World Cup ended up being top
$700,059,566
scorer, Englishman Harry Kane, and the tournament’s MVP,
2. Avengers: Infinity War-$678,815,482
the Croatian Luka Modric. In the end though, France ended
3. Incredibles 2-$608,553,983
up taking home the gold, defeating Modric’s’ Croatia and
4. Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom-$416,769,345
ending their cinderella run to the finals, winning the finals
5. Deadpool 2-$318,491,426
game by a score of 5-2
6. Mission: Impossible-Fallout-$220,159,104
Football-The Philadelphia Eagles defeated the New England
7. Ant-Man and the Wasp-$216,648,740
Patriots in Super bowl 52, by a score of 41-33, with Eagles
8. Solo: A Star Wars Story-$213,767,512
backup quarterback Nick Foles taking home the game’s
9. Venom-$212,376,051
MVP honors.
10. Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch-$207,259,205
Basketball-The Golden State Warriors defeated the
2018 Oscar Winners
Cleveland Cavaliers in the NBA finals, sweeping the
Best Picture-The Shape of Water
Cavaliers and winning their second straight finals, and third
Best Actor-Gary Oldman for The Darkest Hour
in four years. Kevin Durant won finals MVP.
Best Actress-Frances McDormand for Three Billboards
Baseball-The Boston Red Sox defeated the Los Angeles
Outside of Ebbing Missouri
Dodgers in the World Series in five games, with utility man
Best Original Screenplay-Get Out
and midseason acquisition winning series MVP
Best Director-Guillermo Del Toro for The Shape of Water
Hockey-The Washington Capitals won their first ever
Best Animated Picture-Coco
Stanley Cup, defeating the first year Las Vegas Golden
Knights in five games. Capitals captain Alexander Ovechkin
took home the Conn Smythe award for finals MVP.

OPINION
The Art of Cricket
Irrelevant in America, Relevant Everywhere Else
ETHAN SILIPO STAFF REPORTER
In America, when we think of sports, we think of watching
The bowler rolls or throws the ball 22 yards down a narrow
football games outside in the cold or singing “take me out to
strip of either sand or dirt to the batsman in attempt to hit the
the ball game” with a hot dog in our hands while watching a
wicket behind the batsman. A wicket is a stake in the ground
baseball game, or banging on the glass at a hockey game, but
that the bowler attempts to hit to get the batter out. It has three
this is not how it is across the world. Sometimes we can
legs and sits just behind the batsman. If the batsman hits the
forget what sports are like overseas as baseball and football
ball, they must run back and forth in the strip of sand, and
hardly have importance and
each time the player gets to the
sports like soccer and cricket
other side before the ball is
run the show. Each year, the
returned to the bowler, then they
United States gets more
score one run. If the bowler hits the
involved in soccer with leagues
wicket, the batsman is out and the
and new teams, but soccer in
next batter steps up. Cricket has
America will never be like it is
innings much like baseball where
in foreign countries. At the
one team bats and the other team
very least Americans know how
plays the field and then eventually,
to play soccer and will kick
they switch roles after everyone has
around with their neighbors or
batted.
family occasionally, but have
Cricket has been in the
Cricket Equipment
you ever actually seen a family
Olympics one time at the 1900
playing cricket together?
summer Olympics where Great
Probably not, but that does not mean cricket is completely
Britain took gold but has not since returned. Much like the
irrelevant.
beloved World Cup for soccer, cricket has its own World Cup
According to the website espncricinfo, there was evidence
which is held every four years, and most recently was won by
of cricket being played as early as the 16th century, but the
Australia in 2015.
first official match was in 1844. From there, cricket was
In the time cricket has been around, many funny and
recognized as a sport across the globe.
interesting events have occurred. The website sportsrec tells
The rules are somewhat perplexing to many people who
us that the longest match took 14 days when England played
have no experience with the sport but are simple enough. The
South Africa in 1939. Furthermore, the ball is surprisingly
following are the basic rules of cricket based on the website
made of cork, string and leather and usually weighs about five
bbc.co.uk. In cricket, there are two teams with 11 players on
and a half ounces.
each. Each team has a “bowler” which has a similar role as a
In hundreds of countries, cricket excites people as they not
pitcher in baseball, but the bowler can roll the ball on the
only watch it but also play it. Although America does not
ground. The bowler bowls the ball to a batsman, and at some
enjoy this hit-and-run sport like other nations, there certainly
point, every player on a team will bat. The batsman holds a
are American cricketers and hopefully the underdog sport will
bat unique to cricket, one side is flat, and the other is rounded.
make a surgency in America one of these days.

What Really Grinds My Gears: When I Think I Failed
CAMERON PERKINS STAFF REPORTER
I’m sure you can relate. You take a test or turn in an
be proud of yourself after seeing a reflection of good work when
assignment with a terrible feeling that you did really bad. Every
taking an exam, but when is sharing your grades and feelings
once in awhile I have that feeling too, and I am not excited for
about it too much?
the day that assignment makes it into the grade book. I know
This grinds my gears because I feel that sometimes when
that some students care more about their grades than others, but
students share their grades and opinions about school work they
a bad grade could ruin an entire week.
are simply trying to show-off or brag. If you want to talk about
However, there are SOME kids out there that are very smart,
your accomplishments, you have that right to express your
hardworking people who say after EVERY test, “I think I
thoughts. However, don’t forget to think before you speak
failed” or “I did soooo bad on that.” BUT when they get the test
because you may be making someone else feel bad about
back they say,“OMG I got a 100%” or something like, “I
themselves. Another student might be working just as hard and
actually got a 95%.” It makes the people who actually got a poor
not seeing the results that they had hoped for.
grade feel not very good about themselves. I think it’s fine to

JUST FOR FUN
The Best Day of My Life: Meeting Jake Guentzel at the Milkshake Factory
ALEXA DEZELAN STAFF REPORTER
things to do Sunday morning that finished around 11:40. The
I grew up watching hockey. My
meet and greet was at 12. The line would
brother has been playing his whole life so
be out the door regardless. I had my mom
I was always at a hockey rink or watching
rush out the door and speed into East
the Pens play on TV. No other sport ever
Liberty. We arrived at 12:30, about 30
seemed to interest me. I can’t exactly
minutes after the meet started. We were
pinpoint where I realized I loved hockey
about a block away from the entrance. It
and going to the game or simply just
was 30 degrees. I felt bad for my mom
watching brought me so, so much joy.
who stood with me for almost two hours
Moving away from Pittsburgh for six
in the freezing cold just, so I could have
years was weird. In Texas and New York,
the best day ever. Moms are great, aren’t
you don’t find anyone wearing a Pens
they? As 1:30 rolled around I started
jersey. So, when I moved back home, and
getting anxious. The meet up would be
I wore a Pens jersey, I fit right in.
ending soon. When I thought I wouldn’t
My favorite player growing up was
be able to meet him because of the meet
Sidney Crosby. I know, he seems to be
up ending, I started crying a little. Just a
everyone’s favorite. Although, my
few tears. I know that sounds ridiculous,
favorite player altered to Jake Guentzel
but I have bad luck and I already missed a
when he joined the team in back in 2016.
concert this year so I refused to miss out
The way Guentzel plays and how great
on meeting my favorite athlete. As soon
RAMPAGE Reporter Alexa Dezelan with
of an asset he is to the team amazes me.
as 2:00 came around, my mom and I
Jake Guentzel
For him being young and skilled, he
were inside the Milkshake Factory, and
seems to have a great future on the team.
the odds were in my favor today. Jake Guentzel was still
So, when I found out the Milk Shake Factory in East
there, taking pictures and signing autographs. Another five
Liberty was opening, and Jake Guentzel would be there to
minutes go by and I finally got to meet him. We took
sponsor his new shake named after him, I knew I had to be
pictures and he signed my jersey and I got my autograph. I
there.
didn’t say much; I was speechless and never expected to
Once I found out the news, I called my mom immediately.
meet him, I clearly wasn’t prepared for this. After I left, I
As she as she said “yes” I had tears running down my face. I
had the biggest smile on my face. Although I didn’t try his
know this sounds extra, but I’m a HUGE hockey fan and it’s
shake because I was freezing cold, I’ll be sure to try it soon.
not every day you get to meet your favorite athlete. I had

What Really Grinds my Gears: Possessing a Powerless Phone
BRANDON PIERCE STAFF REPORTER
Imagine waking up really late in the morning. You slept
walk towards your locker. BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE.
in! Good for you! But wait just one second……..it’s a school
You also happened to leave your charger at home, the charger
day. Your heart skips a beat when that thought crosses your
you never plugged in in the first place. So now you have to
mind. You are happy you got those two extra hours of sleep
carry around your dead phone hoping someone can loan you
buuuuuuuut you also missed your English presentation and
a charger, but you also happen to have some unknown phone
that Social Studies test that you had to make up.
that has not been discovered in your school district yet.
It is only then that you start to wonder why you slept
Apparently the average person does not carry around a 3.5
in. You look at your phone to check that you did set the alarm,
USB micro charger on them…….strange.
all the while realizing that the wire was never plugged in to
Somehow you manage to get through the day
your phone. So not only are you drastically late for school
phoneless. You wonder how all the generations before you
but YOUR PHONE IS OUT OF BATTERIES. Your trusted
managed to survive, but as you get home you thank your lucky
soulmate has left you. Your phone is like your shadow: it is
stars you have it in the first place.
always there for you, but now it was not. Angrily, you roll
out of bed to complete your morning routine to get ready for
school.
Once you get to school after the long lecture in the car you
get from your parents about how you should have been more
responsible about charging your phone, you get to
school. The front office hands you your tardy pass as you

HOLIDAY FUN
Let’s Celebrate: Learn Something New About Hanukkah Traditions
MADDIE JEWART STAFF REPORTER
The season of celebration is in full swing. Christmas lights
brighten up the dark streets, snow blankets the ground, and
holiday spirit is in the air. Hanukkah, the first of many
December holidays, is being celebrated by many all across the
country.
Hanukkah is a religious holiday practiced by the Jewish
faith. This is a commonly known fact, but very few are
actually aware of the reason Hanukkah is celebrated. Around
160 B.C., an event called the Maccabean Revolt occurred,
which was the Jewish rebel group led by Judas Maccabeus
against an evil Greek emperor Antiochus. Celebrators of
Hanukkah rejoice the supposed miracle of a day’s supply of
oil lasting them eight whole days, leading to defeat the
Antiochus and the rededication to the Temple.
During Hanukkah people eat traditional food, exchange
gifts, and play games. Some popular dishes are potato
pancakes called Latkes are, sufganiyot or jelly doughnuts,
along with many other traditional pastries and desserts.

Sophomore Leah Hartzberg said, “We eat so much delicious
food on Hanukkah.”
The Dreidel is an iconic game, played by spinning a top,
and landing on either gimmel (take everything from the pile),
hei, (take half of the pile), shin, (put one in the pile), or nun
(take nothing). The pile of treats consists of coins, chocolates,
nuts, buttons, or other small trinkets.
Lighting the Menorah is an important part of Hanukkah.
Blessings are recited as the candles are lit, going from right to
left. A new candle is lit each night. Hartzberg said, “We all
stand around the Menorah, and say our prayer. Then we light
the candles.”
Celebrating Hanukkah is all about spending time with
family for Hartzberg. She said, “Getting presents is pretty
cool, but I love Hanukkah because I get to have fun, eat good
food, and spend time with my whole family.

What day Defeats the other?
Christmas Eve vs. Christmas Day
ALEXA DEZELAN STAFF REPORTER
As the Christmas songs slowly start making an appearance on
Envision this, it is Christmas Eve. You and your family arise
the radio, Christmas decorations inside and outside the house start at a decent time for the morning and you go downstairs for
going up, most of us are excited for Christmas to finally be here. breakfast. You put on your favorite holiday movie and your eyes
Although, can we all agree on one idea? Christmas Eve is clearly light up every time you think about what the rest of the day brings.
better than Christmas Day.
You get ready in a fancy outfit and do your hair, you grab your
The days leading up to the holiday are quickly passing us by. winter jacket and head out the door. The snow is peacefully
The shopping, movies, music and excitement fill us with spirit. falling, and the roads aren't in bad condition to drive just yet.
Christmas Eve is all about getting things prepared and spending After Christmas mass, you walk back out and you rush back into
time with family and the final excitement. It lasts a full day, going your car for heat. The radio is playing “Jingle Bell Rock” and you
to church, going to your cousin’s house, eating as much as you and your family are singing along as you enjoy the music and
can and exchanging presents. Meanwhile, Christmas Day just snow as you take a road trip to your cousin’s house. The house
feels like it only lasts a few hours. You wake up, open presents smells like home cooked meals you have waited for all day, the
and that seems about it. The Christmas season is over, and it no tree is standing tall with fancy ornaments and flashing lights. The
longer feels as if you should be watching holiday movies or conversations are filled with stories you've been waiting to tell
listening to the music.
them throughout the year. After exchanging gifts, the smiles and
Think about it. Once Christmas Day arrives, the excitement is spending time with each other are priceless. Once you leave, there
gone. You and your siblings arise after getting very little sleep. is still more to look forward to. Once you arrive home, you stay
Then you dash out of your bed and run to wake your parents up. up with your siblings all night just to share a few short hours of
As you rush downstairs, you try not to fall from running so fast. the Christmas spirit the following day.
You open presents and the joy is gone. Sure, you wake up early
Christmas Eve defeats Christmas Day. It includes a day full of
eager to see what waits for you under the tree that is brightly lit excitement, Christmas spirit and knowing it still feels like
up, decorated with ornaments you've had for ages and the tree Christmas. Christmas Day just feels like the joy left once the day
topper that hasn't fell once this year. After the gifts are opened starts. Christmas Day just feels like all the decorations need to
and the “thank you”’s are exchanged the spirit of this holiday come down immediately and you don’t enjoy the music and
seems to have left the joy you’ve had all month long.
movie like you had the day before. So, gather up all the spirit you
You might go to your grandparents for a late lunch and can this year to savor the few little hours it feels like Christmas
exchange gifts there. Your grandparents have cooked some of on Christmas.
your favorite foods that you eat up quickly as your accompanied
by old Christmas stories the whole family shares.

JUST FOR FUN
U.S. Mission to Mars is an
Out-of-This World Success
New Insight on the Mysterious Red Planet
ETHAN SILIPO STAFF REPORTER
Since the beginning of time, planets, stars, and galaxies
have been scattered across the uncertainties of space. In our
colossal universe, possibly the most perplexing planet is
Mars, which has been observed for decades by telescopes,
drones, satellites and more. Today technological advances
are answering questions about Mars that have been asked for
centuries and just recently, NASA has landed on the Red
Planet.
Al Jazeera reported that on May 5 of this year, NASA
sent a spacecraft to Mars called the “InSight” which just
touched down on Mars on November 26. The mission of the
ship is to explore the surface of this planet and send
information back to NASA, so no humans or animals were
on board. This monumental mission has been anticipated for
quite some time and a lot of thought and hard work went into
making this a success.
Robbie Gonzalez, a writer for Wired states “...a mission
nearly ten years and close to one billion dollars in the
making—landed successfully on the surface of Mars on
Monday, touching down on the planet’s surface just a few
minutes before 12 pm PT.”
Furthermore, the robot did not have an easy time landing
on Mars as it must withstand the forces of re-entering the
atmosphere. Elizabeth Melimopoulos from Aljazeera
explains, “In order to land, the spacecraft will enter the
Martian atmosphere at supersonic speed (almost 17 times the
speed of sound), then hit the brakes to achieve a soft landing
on the planet's red plains in a region called Elysium Planitia
that has been chosen for its flatness.”
There is not much information about what the planet looks
like as of right now, but in a few months our conception of
Mars may completely change thanks to the InSight. The fact
that this small metal ship has travelled millions of miles
through deep space is truly stunning and we can only hope
for more scientific insight to come to fruition.

The Grinch
New Version Delivers New Take on Old Story
CAMERON PERKINS STAFF REPORTER
Illumination’s The Grinch is a PG rated movie that was
released on November 9th, 2018. I saw the film this past
weekend and I thought it was well-done. Although this
might seem like more of a childish movie, viewers of all
ages can enjoy this remake of a classic holiday film.
When I was younger, I was actually scared of the
Grinch from the 2000 version, How the Grinch Stole
Christmas. Jim Carrey portrayed the part and it was a bit
frightening to me as a six-year-old.
However, the newly released movie was not scary at
all. The Grinch is shown as more of a sad and lonely
character instead of an evil one.
The exciting plot leaves you wondering what will
happen next. Whoville is shown in a unique way compared
to the Carey version, and the Grinch’s interactions with
other characters also made the movie interesting. The
Grinch also has a close relationship with his dog Max, and
the two must work together to steal Christmas.
My favorite part is the message that the holidays are
important times to spend with family and friends.
Additionally, the film illustrates that the holidays are about
having fun and not feeling sad. I definitely recommend
that you see this movie in theatres soon.
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